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Joshua Yeldham is an award-winning Australian artist that has held collections 

and exhibited all around the world. His spiritual connection with land and nature is 

ever so evident in his detailed artworks and how he interacts with his environment 

to create and build on his art. 

At a young age, Joshua knew that creativity, painting, drawing and making was 

innate to his character and found himself discovering and relying on creativity just 

as one would a friend. Making and exploring materials became a means of 

expression the same way people speak or write stories; Joshua would draw. 

As Joshua got older, he practised his craft like an artisan and developed his artistic 

process. He relies on nature to fuel his creativity and uses art to create a dialogue 

about mythical teachings, spirituality and the land. The unforgettable 

detail, varying texture, and use of colour in his art depict the wonder of the 

Australian bush, rivers, mountains, flora and fauna.

 

Joshua’s works consider the protective care of nature as spiritual power and 

highlights the refuge natural spaces have to offer us. Like many artists, Joshua 

Yeldham has a studio where he curiously experiments with drawing, 
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Lesson 1
Artist in Residence
The first lesson in this resource pack is designed to introduce the artist Joshua Yeldham and 

help you understand the artistic process involved in making art. Throughout the lessons, you 

will discover how an Artist Residence can help inform and complement the creative process 

and why artists embark on new journeys to produce work. Artist-in-residence programs permit 

artists to live and work in new environments, which allows them to research, build, and reflect 

on their work. However, there is no specific order in which this might occur, and each artist 

develops their approach to making art.

 

Bay of sorrow – Hawkesbury River

Acrylic on hand-carved linen paper

209 x 208.5 cm

Water Diviner

Acrylic and cane on hand carved clay board

182 x 244cm

Lion Island, Pittwater

Acrylic on hand-carved board with cane

191 x 253.5 cm

Self portrait – Morning Bay

Cane, shells and oil on carved board 

200 x 244cm
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Like many artists, Joshua Yeldham has a studio where he curiously 

experiments with drawing, painting and sculpture for exhibitions and 

commissioned pieces. 

Joshua’s creativity is deeply ingrained, and he seeks inspiration from new 

environments and sparks of creativity in order to recharge and make art.

During Joshua’s stay on Lord Howe Island, he camped along the beaches 

and under the trees to feel and understand nature. His exhibition Providence 

was a collection of works that were made in his studio and on the 

Hawkesbury River following his enlightening trips to Lord Howe Island and 

other places around the world.

The Creative Process
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During this lesson, you will be asked to develop 

your art vocabulary and understand why 

technique, inspiration, and intention are 

essential to discuss art and form opinions. As 

you can see in the images, Joshua Yedlham 

experiments with paint, clay, sculpture and 

photography. Joshua is deeply spiritual, and he 

gains inspiration from myth, nature and his 

innate curiosity to watch things unfold and 

develop. Take your time to study the art and 

consider various ways the artwork makes you 

feel. Contemplate whether there are particular 

features, gestures, colours or patterns you would 

like to discuss and investigate further.

Angophora - Yeoman’s Bay 

Acrylic and cane on hand-carved board

210 x 158.5 cm

Providence 

Acrylic, cane and instrument on hand-carved 

board

202 x 246 cm

“ I ’ ve always been interested in 

how the eye is the trai l  to the 

soul ,  and how my soul 

projected can look l ike a 

paint ing.”

Technique, Medium,
 Inspiration and Intention
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Blue Coral

Acrylic on hand-carved paper board

84.5 x 68 cm
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Lesson 2 
Creative Intuition
In this lesson, you will explore different places 

and discover how a new environment can foster 

creativity and inspire you to follow your creative 

intuition. 

Discovering a new place to create art does not 

necessarily mean you must travel to a foreign 

country. Instead, consider whether you could 

visit a park, a tree you’ve never sat under before, 

or next to a river — any environment that inspires 

you to be creative.

As you begin to sketch and paint, you are 

encouraged to let go of perfectionism and follow 

your own creative flow. Even though you may 

experience some uncomfortable thoughts and 

obstacles, try to be present and note what is 

happening and forming on paper. 

You might surprise yourself! 

“Let go of per fect ionism because i t  does 

not ex ist .”
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While you are outside, find a comfortable seat and start to make marks, 

sketching and observing your natural environment. What can you hear, 

smell or see? Will you sketch something familiar, a subject 

that you have drawn before, or will you consider exploring something 

new?

Complete a sketch in pencil and an ink painting just as Joshua did on 

Lord Howe Island.

Then, gather or find a stick (10 cm long) and create a new artwork

with your extended painting brush. 

Reflection
How did it feel to create a drawing without any rules or instructions?

Can you explain the difference between painting in nature and the 

classroom?

How did you have to adapt during the second art-making process?

Which artwork has more emotion?

What has a clever sense of place?

“Nature does not work within per fect guidel ines .  Look around, 

and you wi l l  not ice that ever y tree ,  leaf and f lower is di f ferent , 

and al though beaut i ful ,  they do not al l  look the same , and as they 

grow, they change , shed and blossom.”
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For centuries, artists have travelled in search of new environments to fuel their creativity and to 

gain perspective on life and the world they live in. Led by intuition, curiosity, and foresight, they 

have found themselves immersed in nature, painting landscapes and creating mindscapes.

In this lesson, you will create a landscape artwork and investigate how some artists paint using 

perspective, foreground, middle ground and background. In contrast, other artists have 

developed a non-traditional approach to sketching and painting. This lesson will require you to 

consider how colour, materials and composition can impact how we perceive art and begin to 

contemplate why our mood, personality and technique are essential elements of making art.

It is encouraged to look around at your friend’s work and gain inspiration from other artworks 

and techniques. Naturally, you may deviate and find your own path, but it might be helpful to 

start discussing your creative process and reflect on other people’s journeys. 

During the second part of this art lesson, you will be asked to step outside of your 

natural comfort zone and change your art entirely and watch it emerge into something else.  

White rock 

Oil on canvas 

182.5 x 122 cm

Mt Gower - Lord Howe Island

Acrylic on hand-carved linen paper

208 x 220 cm

Lesson 3
Painting Landscapes and Creating Mindscapes
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Find a study location in the natural world that interests you and consider how colours 

might represent your mood, aura, personality. Think about how you would like your artwork 

to feel and what emotions your art will evoke. You may find that you are drawn to various 

red, orange or brown shades, whereas your peers might prefer to interact with cool tones. 

It is encouraged that you sketch your landscape very lightly to help you become familiar 

with the space you have available on your canvas or paper and what your primary subject 

matter might be. You may notice that you have a different approach to sketching or painting 

to your friends and other artists. Some artists follow a methodological approach, whilst 

other artists have developed their understanding and interpretation of perspective. 

To help you discover your approach and subject matter, start by slowly sketching your 

landscape and enjoy creating new lines, shapes and figures until you are ready to stop 

and start painting or colouring. Remember not to become too precious with your art , as 

you will be asked to change it and learn how to let go of the ideals around perfectionism. 

When you are ready, and with the guidance of your teacher, revisit your completed artwork 

and change, smudge, ruin or paint over your artwork. It may seem daunting and difficult at 

first , but remember that nothing is perfect, and everything is changing and evolving with or 

without our permission. Once you have decided to put down your paintbrush, 

ponder your experience in nature and share your art with your class, teachers and family. 

Try to set aside some time to reflect on your creative journey, decisions you made, the 

artwork or emotions that have emerged throughout the process in your art portfolio.

Yeomans Bay, 

Hawkesbury River

Cane and oil on carved board

200 x 244 cm

Reflection
What did you discover today about your environment and how it impacted your art?

How did you experience letting go of something precious?

Was there an internal dialogue that took place while you were creating your artwork?

How did you accept change and overcome perfectionism?



Self-portrait: Morning Bay

Instrument, cane, shells and oil on carved board

200 x 244 cm

Next page: 

Falling Water - Yeoman’s Bay

Oil and cane on carved board

200 x 244 cm
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Nature is filled with marks, patterns and beautiful designs that occur naturally and evolve 

rather frequently. 

In this lesson, you are invited to investigate visual patterns and discover how repetitive 

marks are used to create patterns and designs. With your peers, you will discover how 

the combination of elements, shapes (in regular and irregular arrangements) create 

patterns. Nature will be your inspiration, and you will take on the role of an artist to 

create your own patterns and apply meaning to your intentions.

Lesson 4
Making Marks and Patterns in Nature
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What do you see?

What do you think inspired these marks and 

patterns?

How has the artist broken from established 

forms of mark and pattern making? 

What do the patterns communicate about 

nature?

How does Joshua make patterns and marks?

Reflection
What emotions does your pattern evoke?

How did it feel to create patterns and practice different ways to make marks?

How has nature influenced the way you perceive the world and develop marks?

How have these lessons impacted your perception of patterns and mark-making?

What aspects of your work would you like to continue to investigate?
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What patterns can you see in nature?
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Create your own pattern

Reflection
Share your patterns and marks with your friends and annotate your work in your artist portfolio. 

Write about your favourite patterns and elaborate on how and where this pattern can be found in 

nature.
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Lesson 5 
Sculpting with Joshua Yeldham
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Have you ever thought of art as a friend, something that could keep you 

grounded, safe or help you to reconnect with who you are and with nature?

Joshua Yeldham has been drawing, painting and sculpting owls for many years. 

Throughout the unit of lessons, Joshua talks deeply about his connection with 

owls and his emotion-evoking journey through adulthood. The artist ’s 

sculptures and paintings of owls became a metaphor for hope and a way for 

him to unpack his thoughts. Joshua discusses this insight and journey through 

art-making while teaching students how to sculpt and mould their own owl and 

friend. 

Reconnecting with Nature and Animals
“ When fr iends come and go, I  a lways 

have my ar t to keep me company.”
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While you work through this lesson, ensure you give yourself enough time to acknowledge the shapes, 

grooves that have formed and what feelings and emotions this sculpture has evoked. Adorn and paint 

your owl (in any colour that you wish). Apply patterns and shapes, and remember to give your owl a 

name and significance. 

Apply meaning to your owl

Reflection
Where will you place the artwork you have created? 

Have you developed an attachment or applied 

meaning to your owl? 

What energy will your owl enchant or evoke?
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Reflection: Art Portfolio
Art portfolios help artists unpack their 

creativity and emotions. They are a vital 

element of making art and can help the 

artist realise their true potential through 

experimentation and reflection.

Consider it like a visual diary that shows 

you how far you have come and that 

gentle nudge that can inspire you to test 

and try new materials as you digest what 

is happening in your head and the world 

you live in.  

During the creative process, it is 

encouraged that you work in your own art 

portfolio and display all of your progress 

throughout the artist in 

residence with Joshua Yeldham. 
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Joshua Yeldham perched 
on the cliffs of Mount 

Lidgbird at 400 metres, 
sketches the scene beyond. 

WHEN HAYLEY AND  James Baillie launched their first-ever 
artist-in-residence program at Capella Lodge on Lord Howe Island 
earlier this year, the Australian artist they most wanted to inaugurate 
it was almost literally at their doorstep.

Joshua Yeldham is famed for his powerfully evocative, 
mesmerising and emotive artworks that pay homage to the natural 
world. He also happens to share the same postcode as the Baillies, 
and along with his wife Jo and their two children, has become good 
friends with the couple and their four boys over recent years.

“Both our families live on Pittwater in Sydney and share a love of its 
waterways and our surrounding natural environment,” says Hayley. 
“Josh’s ability to take what he feels in nature and communicate that in 
an intricate way to the viewer is something that connected us to his 
work. We were excited by the idea of having him on Lord Howe Island 
with his wife Jo, a photographer, to document the adventure.” 

While Joshua’s work conveys his reverence for nature, Capella 
Lodge, off the coast of New South Wales, is a canvas for Hayley and 
James’s passion for it. Like the trio of other high-end properties in 
their Baillie Lodges portfolio – a collection of boutique lodges they 
founded – Capella is designed to tread lightly on the Earth and 
allows guests to fully immerse themselves in the environment. 

Each year, an established Australian artist will be invited to spend 
five to seven nights at Capella Lodge, using it as base from which to 
explore the World Heritage-listed island famed for its diverse 
subtropical landscape and unique flora and fauna. In return, that 
artist will donate sale proceeds from a work inspired by their stay to 
a charity they care deeply about.

“Josh and I had been to Lord Howe Island when our children were 
little and we were very taken by the majestic landscapes,” says Jo. 
“When the opportunity came to spend more time, just the two of us, 
to explore and stay at Capella on the south of the island under 
Mounts Gower and Lidgbird, and to have access to hike the longer 
trails, we were very excited.”

Arriving in March for their eight-day stay, the couple fell into an 
easy flow. From their suite, embracing vistas of lagoon, sky and 
mountain, they could hear the low roar of the sea and songs of 
abundant birdlife. At sunrise, mists that drifted from Mount Gower, 
the isle’s highest peak, cleared as the sky opened up. “Sunlight 
set the daily rhythm,” says Joshua. “We’d rise early and I’d carry the 
paper on one of the many trails where I’d set up for a time while Jo 
would wander away with her camera.”

Cast away to luxury retreat Capella Lodge on Lord Howe Island  
to initiate its first artist-in-residence program, artist Joshua 
Yeldham revelled in the splendour of the landscape, inspiring 
new works for an upcoming exhibition. By Cushla Chauhan.

PH OTO G R A PH S JO YELDHAM

Tangled 
up in blue

A R T

→
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Abstract: Relating to or denoting art that does not attempt to represent external reality but rather 

seeks to achieve its effect using shapes, colours, and textures.

Artisan: A worker in a skilled trade, especially one that involves making things by hand.

Background: The area of an artwork that appears farthest away from the viewer; also, the area 

against which a figure or scene is placed.

Biomorphic: Derived from the Greek words bios (life) and morphe (form), a term referring to abstract 

forms or images that evoke associations with living forms such as plants and the human body.

Branching: A stream that flows into another usually larger stream.

Brushwork: The manner in which a painter applies paint with a brush.

Canvas: A closely woven, sturdy cloth of hemp, cotton, linen, or similar fibre, frequently stretched 

over a frame and used as a surface for painting.

Colour: The perceived hue of an object, produced by the manner in which it reflects or emits light 

into the eye. Also, a substance, such as a dye, pigment, or paint, imparts a hue.

Commission: To request, or the request for, the production of a work of art.

Complementary colours: Colours located opposite one another on the colour wheel. When mixed, 

complementary colours produce a shade of grey or brown. When one stares at a colour for a 

sustained period of time then looks at a white surface, an afterimage of the complementary colour 

will appear.

Composition: The arrangement of the individual elements within a work of art to form a unified 

whole; also used to refer to a work of art , music, or literature, or its structure or organization.

Cracks: to break, split , or snap apart. 

Creativity: The use of imagination or original ideas to create something; inventiveness.

Culture: The customs, arts, social institutions, and achievements of a particular nation, people, or 

another social group.

Drawing: A work of art made with a pencil, pen, crayon, charcoal, or other implements, often 

consisting of lines and marks (noun); the act of producing a picture with pencil, pen, crayon, 

charcoal, or other implements (verb, gerund).

Expression: A facial aspect indicating an emotion; also, the means by which an artist communicates 

ideas and emotions.

Figure: A representation of a human or animal form in a work of art.

Foreground: The area of an image—usually a photograph, drawing, or painting—that appears closest 

to the viewer.

Form: The visible shape or configuration of something.

Gesture: A category of artistic practice having a particular form, content, or technique.

Horizon line: A line in works of art that usually shows where land or water converges with the sky.

Hue: A particular gradation of colour; a shade or tint.

Illusion: An unreal, deceptive, or misleading appearance or image.
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Intuition: The ability to understand something instinctively, without the need for conscious 

reasoning.

Juxtaposition: An act of placing things close together or side by side for comparison or contrast.

Landscape: The natural landforms of a region; also, an image that has natural scenery as its primary 

focus.

Line: The course or direction of something in motion.

Malleable: The ability to alter a material’s shape under compressive stress, such as hammering or 

rolling.

Mark: An impression (a line, figure or symbol) made as an indication or record of something.

Material: An element or substance out of which something can be made or composed.

Meanders: Following a winding course.

Medium: The materials used to create a work of art , and the categorization of art based on the 

materials used (for example, painting [or more specifically, oil paint], drawing, sculpture).

Middle ground: The part of the picture that is between the foreground and background.

Mixed media: A technique involving the use of two or more artistic media, such as ink and pastel or 

painting and collage, that are combined in a single composition.

Monochrome: A work of art rendered in only one colour.

Mood: A state of mind or emotion, a pervading impression.

Narrative: A spoken, written, or visual account of an event or a series of connected events.

Organic: Having characteristics of a biological entity, or organism, or developing in the manner of a 

living thing.

Painter: One who applies paint to canvas, wood, paper, or another support to produce a picture.

Painting: A work of art made from paint applied to canvas, wood, paper, or another support.

Pattern: A series of events, objects, or compositional elements that repeat in a predictable manner.

Perspective: Technique used to depict volumes and spatial relationships on a flat surface, as in a 

painted scene that appears to extend into the distance.

Pigment: A substance, usually finely powdered, that produces the colour of any medium. When 

mixed with oil, water, or another fluid, it becomes paint.

Portrait: A representation of a particular individual, usually intended to capture their likeness or 

personality.

Pose: The way a figure is positioned.

Primary colour: One of three base colours (blue, red, or yellow) that can be combined to make a 

range of colours.

Profile: A side view, usually referring to that of a human head.

Proportion: Refers to the harmonious relation of parts to each other or to the whole.

Representation: The visual portrayal of someone or something.

Scale: The ratio between the size of an object and its model or representation, as in the scale of a 

map to the actual geography it represents.



Sculpture: A three-dimensional work of art made by various means, including carving wood, 

chiselling stone, casting or welding metal, moulding clay or wax, or assembling materials.

Secondary colour: A colour made by mixing at least two primary colours. 

Setting: The context or environment in which a situation occurs.

Shape: The form or condition in which an object exists or appears.

Sketch: A rendering of the basic elements of a composition, often made in a loosely detailed or 

quick manner. 

Spiral: Winding in a continuous and gradually widening (or tightening) curve, either around a 

central point on a flat plane or about an axis so as to form a cone.

Stripes: A line or long narrow section differing in colour or texture from parts adjoining.

Style: A distinctive or characteristic manner of expression.

Subject matter: The visual or narrative focus of a work of art.

Symbol: A form, sign, or emblem that represents something else, often something immaterial, such 

as an idea or emotion.

Symmetries: The quality of being made up of exactly similar parts facing each other or around an 

axis.

Tactile: Connected with the sense of touch.

Technique: The method with which an artist , writer, performer, athlete, or other producer employs 

technical skills or materials to achieve a finished product or endeavour.

Tessellations: a covering of an infinite geometric plane without gaps or overlaps by congruent plane 

figures of one type or a few types.

Texture: the visual or tactile surface characteristics.

Tone: the relative lightness or darkness of a colour.

Viewpoint: The position from which something is viewed or observed.

Watercolour: Paints composed of pigments ground to an extremely fine texture in an aqueous 

solution of gum arabic or gum tragacanth. The absence of white fillers, such as those in gouache, 

creates a medium with luminous transparency.

Wave: to impart a curving or undulating shape.
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